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are exchanged through the CIIE, the expo is also a channel for exchanges of cultures
and ideas. It showcases some valuable ideas of the Chinese civilization, such as helping
others to succeed while seeking one’s own success, treating people well although they
are far away and do not think the same way, and all nations living in harmony. It also
demonstrates the unique charm of other civilizations. The CIIE has reflected the charm
of civilizations by promoting a benign economic and people-to-people exchanges and
revealing the profound connotations of humanity first and a community with a shared
future for mankind.

II. CIIE as A Comprehensive and Open Platform Shared Globally
The CIIE combines exhibition, forum, diplomacy, and people-to-people exchanges.
Its attribute as international public goods has continually been strengthened, and
the comprehensive spillover effect of the four platforms (international procurement,
investment promotion, people-to-people exchange, and openness cooperation) has
become more and more apparent.
1. International procurement platform promoting foreign trade
The CIIE, as a platform for transactions between Chinese and foreign dealers from
all over the world, has become a world-class exhibition and broadened the channel for
global enterprises to enter the Chinese market and carry out international cooperation.
Scale of exhibition continues to expand. A total of 151 countries and regions
participated in the business exhibition at the first CIIE, with 3,617 exhibiting
companies. A total of 3,893 companies from 155 countries and regions participated
in the second CIIE. The number of buyers significantly exceeded that of the first one,
involving 39 trading groups, nearly 600 sub-groups, and 506,000 professional visitors.
The cumulative intentional transactions totaled $71.13 billion, an increase of 23% over
the first session. Against the backdrop of the global spread of the COVID-19 pandemic,
the third CIIE still had companies from 124 countries and regions participating in the
event. The number of exhibitors is largely the same as that of the second expo, and
nearly 400,000 buyers participated in the exhibition. The value of intentional deals
reached $72.62 billion, an increase of 2.1% year-on-year. The exhibition area covers
nearly 360,000 square meters, 30,000 square meters larger than the second session. The
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3rd CIIE combines online and offline transactions and is the world’s largest exhibition
in 2020, with the largest number of participating countries and regions. It fully reflects
the powerful influence of the international procurement trading platform.

Box 11-1 Global Debut in China ? State-of-the-Art Products at the CIIE
The 3rd CIIE has become the main display platform for global innovative products.
411 new products, technologies and services were launched, of which 73 were exhibited
for the first time globally. Industry leaders actively participated in the exhibition. For
example:
The most “dry” paper machine — Epson, uses the world’s first dry fiber technology
to recycle waste paper into environmentally friendly new paper without using water,
while ensuring the complete destruction of confidential information.
The most intelligent “building brain” — Johnson Controls openBlue digital platform,
which integrates customized and embedded AI technology to integrate internal and
external data of buildings and create the highest-standard smart buildings.
The most advanced autopilot system — the fifth-generation L4-level autopilot
software and hardware system of Pony.ai, which realizes standardized production and
verification process and lays the groundwork for large-scale production in the future.
Many enterprises have taken this opportunity to debut their latest technologies and
products. It shows that competition in the Chinese market is fierce and an enterprise needs
to showcase its most competitive products if it aims to be recognized by the Chinese
market.

Quality of exhibition continues to improve. The CIIE has attracted a large
number of world-renowned companies, exhibiting a wealth of new products,
technologies, and services. 220 of the world’s top 500 companies and industry leaders,
a large number of low-profile enterprises are leaders in certain niche markets, and
small but competitive small and medium-sized enterprises participated in the first CIIE.
At the second CIIE, 288 Fortune 500 and industry-leading companies participated in
the event, and more than 400 new technologies, services and products were debuted.
A total of 274 Fortune 500 companies and industry-leading companies participated in
the third CIIE, including the world’s top ten pharmaceutical and industrial electrical
companies, top six construction machinery companies, top seven vehicle groups, and
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the big-four accounting firms. The number of exhibited new products, technologies and
services reached 411.
2. Investment promotion platform boosting foreign investment in China
The CIIE has demonstrated the great charm of the Chinese market. While
promoting trade, it has also made the Chinese market more attractive to cross-border
investors and promoted investment cooperation, leading to more active interaction
between trade and investment activities.
Become a new platform for local governments to usher in investment. China’s
local authorities have made use of the CIIE platform to carry out a large number of
investment and project promotion activities. For example, at the second CIIE, contracts
involving 33 projects were signed at the Zhejiang China-Europe Digital Economy
and High-Tech Matchmaking Conference. Shanghai Unicom held a city promotion
conference and reached cooperation agreements with a number of companies, such as
Sweden’s Atlas Copco and Belgium’s Renson Group; Shandong Unicom successfully
signed contracts with Ericsson and Hexagon; and Lecheng of Boao, Hainan
province signed contract with US-based Pfizer. The large-scale trade and investment
matchmaking meetings of the third CIIE have successfully led to enterprises reaching
861 intentional cooperation agreements.

Box 11-2 Some Investment Cooperation Agreements Signed at the CIIE
750MW Photovoltaic Project in Hungary
PowerChina International signed memorandum of cooperation with a Turkish
corporation on a 750MW photovoltaic project in Hungary. It is PowerChina International’s
first project in the Hungarian market, and company executives said that in the future, it
will make full use of PowerChina International’s advantages in integrating domestic and
foreign capital, technologies and human resources, and join hands with project owners to
ensure the success of the project.
Cocoa Agricultural Complex Project in Ghana
The Cocoa Agricultural Complex Project Framework Agreement marks the
largest-scale single cooperation between China and Ghana in the agricultural field. It
covers feasibility study, planning and design, farmland irrigation, storage, processing,
construction of supporting facilities, product sales and comprehensive services, such as
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related technological cooperation. It will help promote long-term cooperation between
China and Ghana in the field of agricultural products.
China-Iran Energy Cooperation Project
Zhenhua Oil and Iraq’s State Organization for Marketing of Oil, or SOMO, signed
a joint-venture cooperation agreement, and Zhenhua Oil and the Tianjin Economic and
Technological Development Zone Management Committee signed a strategic cooperation
framework agreement. According to the agreement, Zhenhua Oil and SOMO jointly
funded the establishment of a joint venture in the China (Tianjin) Pilot Free Trade Zone,
and plan to develop it into a platform for Iraq’s Basra oil to integrate investment in such
industries as trading, warehousing, and transportation of crude oil, refined oil and natural
gas in China. After the project is launched, it is estimated that 8 million tons of oil will be
imported from Iraq annually, and the annual trade volume will reach 26 billion yuan.

A new window for global enterprises to invest in China. Many international
organizations and multinationals said that the CIIE provides opportunities for
cooperation between foreign capital and domestic entities as the former enters
China and look for investment projects. For example, Hexagon will invest 2
billion yuan to build its East China headquarters in Qingpu District, Shanghai; Kao
Chemical Corporation Shanghai will invest an additional 430 million yuan in the
second-phase construction of its project; Lego will invest $550 million to build the
Legoland Resort in Shanghai; AstraZeneca announced to upgrade its R&D platform
in Shanghai to a global R&D center; Leading Italian aviation company Leonardo
Corporation invested 12.8 billion yuan in Pinghu, Zhejiang, to ensure investment is
made in the year of the 1st CIIE (2018), production is launched in the year of the 2nd
CIIE (2019), and the first batch of helicopters will be rolled out in the year of the 3rd
CIIE (2020).
3. People-to-people exchange platform promotes mutual learning among
civilizations
The CIIE is not only an international exhibition for commodity trading, but a
platform for global cultural integration and a colorful stage for mutual learning among
different civilizations, with rich content of people-to-people exchanges.
The Country Exhibition section of the CIIE presents diversity of civilizations.
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The Country Exhibition is a highlight of the CIIE and has become an important
platform for the display of development achievements, economic cooperation, tourism
promotion and cultural exchanges of relevant countries. A total of 82 countries and
3 international organizations participated in the Country Exhibition of the 1st CIIE.
At the 2nd CIIE, a total of 64 countries and 3 international organizations participated,
including 24 Asian countries, 8 African countries, 17 European countries, 12 countries
from America, and 3 countries from Oceania. At the 3rd expo, 6 countries, including
Russia, held online country theme promotion. Italy displayed 55 World Heritage
projects in video, and Nepal displayed Thangka works. The Country Exhibition covers
food and wine tasting and special cultural performances, and it is very attractive to
the audiences since the overall quality and visual atmosphere of the exhibition have
continually improved, fully demonstrating the characteristics and colorful cultures of
the five continents.

Box 11-3 Country Exhibition Opens a New Door to World Culture
Cambodia showcases development and opportunities
The Cambodian Pavilion has strong national cultural characteristics. The entire
pavilion “copies” the Cambodian Royal Palace, and pictures of Angkor Wat and other
famous Cambodian temples can be seen everywhere. Cambodian participants are more
enthusiastic, displaying special local products, such as cassava, pepper, cashew nuts, palm
sugar, fish sauce, coffee, and handicrafts in the pavilion that attracted many visitors.
Jamaica eagerly awaits Chinese investment
The bar in the Jamaica Pavilion is very crowded, with a long queue of spectators
waiting to taste Jamaican Blue Mountain coffee and rum. The entire Jamaica Pavilion is
filled with the tempting aroma of coffee and wine.
Popular Russia Pavilion
Through modern media technology and artistic performance, the Russian Pavilion
allows all visitors to enjoy the works of great Russian composers and appreciate the
amazing scenery of Russia. At the same time, they can also learn about many of the most
advanced scientific and technological and cultural achievements. The Russian Pavilion is
designed in a gallery style, with eye-catching red as the main color. It has combined open
galleries and a series of art installations to present a unified panorama of Russia — My
Broad Motherland. The overall shape of structure is similar to a pavilion or pagoda. In
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terms of the philosophy and meaning of design, it is hoped to create an entertaining and
relaxing area, so that the audience can feel like they are received by Russians at home.

Interaction between exhibition and performances — a pageant of the Five
Continents. China’s provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities have
thoughtfully designed intangible cultural heritage and Chinese time-honored brands
exhibitions and interactive activities. For example, at the second CIIE, exhibitions
such as the Shaanxi shadow puppet show, Zhejiang Longquan kiln porcelain, Fujian
Shoushan stone carving, and Shanghai Gu embroidery have presented the great charm
of the Chinese civilization and helped enhance cultural exchanges and understanding.
At the 3 rd CIIE, a total of 81 Chinese Time-honored Brands, 12 National Pilot
Pedestrian Streets and 100 Intangible Cultural Heritage items were exhibited with
interactive activities, and 25 provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities
launched special local comprehensive image displays; and 49 free cultural
performances were staged, which promoted the combination of economy and peopleto-people exchanges.

Box 11-4 Intangible Heritage and Time-Honored Brands Highlight
Cultural Integration at CIIE
The CIIE has set up a cultural exhibition themed Intangible Cultural Heritage and
Chinese Time-honored Brands. While commodities from all over the world enter China,
it also provides a rare opportunity for Chinese culture to go global, aiming to create a
display platform that spreads the Chinese culture to other parts of the world.
Shanghai has made use of its exhibition to display new products of its traditional
brands, intangible cultural heritage stories, artisan performances, and sales of souvenirs,
which fully demonstrated the cultural and urban characteristics of the city. The National
Intangible Heritage Shikumen lanes was reproduced at the expo, with the typical
Shanghai-style guest rooms and book rooms to show the daily life of ordinary people and
reveal the splendor of intangible cultural heritage in routine daily life. The cheongsam
with dragon-and-phoenix design hangs in the corner, the delicate crochet vase is put in
the corner to decorate the room, with the butterfly-brand sewing machine beside it, the
Shanghai style bonsai trees are placed on the coffee table, and the Shanghai style papercut products featuring old Shanghai figures hang on the wall — everything is reflective of
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the Shanghai style.
Entering the Shaanxi exhibition area, one can see the design is based on three
traditional Chinese colors — red, classical yellow, and cloud white. It borrows and uses
the architectural design elements of Chang’an city in Han Dynasty (206 BC – 220 AD)
and Tang Dynasty (618-907), representing Shaanxi’s brilliant history reflected by the
prosperity in Han Dynasty and Tang Dynasty and its modern cultural development results.
It also highlights the glamor of Shaanxi as it engages in economic and cultural exchanges
through the Silk Road Economic Belt in the new era.

4. Openness cooperation platform promoting common prosperity
The CIIE has built an international public platform to support economic
globalization and safeguard the multilateral trading system, and served as a stage for
the chorus of openness cooperation among all countries.
Sending the message of multilateral cooperation. The Hongqiao International
Economic Forum has advocated multilateralism. It has become an high-end platform
for international dialogue, exchange of ideas, and consensus-building as well as a
commanding height for promoting multilateralism. 1,500 people participated in the first
forum and nearly 3,000 people were present at parallel forums and the international
media forum. More than 20 foreign politicians and government officials delivered
speech, and more than 30 well-known entrepreneurs, think tank experts and heads of
international organizations participated in the discussion and interactive activities. At
the second forum, four foreign heads of state and government, one foreign minister,
and one international organization chief delivered speech, and 50 representatives of
Fortune 500 companies and Nobel Prize winners in economics were present as guests.
The main forum was attended by 1,500 people. More than 3,000 people participated
in the 5 sub-forums, and more than 4,000 people from the media were present.
Participants with different backgrounds conducted exchanges on the frontier issues of
global economic and trade development, and called for opposing trade protectionism
and unilateralism, and building more consensus. At the third forum, eight foreign
heads of state and government and four heads of international organizations delivered
speech, calling for supporting the WHO playing a better role, firmly safeguarding the
multilateral trading system, and promoting international governance reform, sending a
strong message of supporting global solidarity in fighting the pandemic and openness
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cooperation in the new era.
Promoting common development of the world. The CIIE provides more
opportunities for enterprises in developing countries to get aboard the express train
of China’s development and accelerate their integration into globalization. Take
countries involved in the Belt and Road Initiative. Through the CIIE, companies from
other countries have found opportunities to meet their trade and investment needs,
have access to the Chinese market, enjoy China’s development dividends, and expand
the cake of common development. At the same time, the CIIE also helped the least
developed countries to participate in the expo. There were 35 least developed countries
participating in the first session and 40 in the second session. Organizers provided
each country with two free booths and other necessary supports. In addition to the
supportive policies for the least developed countries in the previous two sessions,
organizers of the 3rd CIIE also established a new public health and pandemic prevention
area covering 11,000 square meters in response to the global pandemic, where 48
companies displayed their internationally advanced pandemic-prevention products and
technologies, such as the 15-minute nucleic acid detection system and the world’s first
new-generation ECMO (artificial lung). It marks China’s efforts to carry out substantial
steps to boost international anti-pandemic cooperation.

Box 11-5 Creating Opportunities for Companies from Countries
Involved in BRI to Expand Their Market Presence
At the first CIIE, exhibits from countries involved in the BRI not only included local
traditional competitive industries, but also featured good-quality products and services
that have broken breakthroughs in recent years. The participating companies from
countries involved in the BRI said they all hope to seize the opportunity to showcase their
image, build their brand, and discover business opportunities, as they enter China and
other parts of the world.
At the second CIIE, logistics company DHL announced its launch of the fastest rail
freight service connecting Xi’an, China with Hamburg and Neuss in Germany, shortening
the 17-day journey required for traditional transportation to 10-12 days. DHL also set up
an interactive wall on its booth at the CIIE to introduce to the audience its development
under the BRI in recent years.
The third CIIE attracted the participation of major port service institutions from
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countries involved in the BRI, including Dubai Ports World and Singapore’s PSA
International. Those ports and logistics service institutions said they hope to use the BRI
interconnectivity to find new development opportunities on the CIIE platform. The samefrequency resonation of the two major international public goods, namely, the CIIE and
the BRI, brings confidence to the industry and enterprises in their development.

III. Jointly Improving the Quality of CIIE
President Xi Jinping stressed that the CIIE is an event that should be held on an
annual basis and feature good performance, good results and continued success. The
CIIE has been successfully held for three years, and has established its image and status
as a world-class exhibition. Looking at the future, China will start from a new stage of
development, implement new development thinking, focus on “continued success”, and
ensure “exhibits can become commodities and exhibitors can become investors”; China
will continue to amplify the comprehensive effects and spillover effects of the CIIE,
and give full play to the CIIE’s model role in global resource allocation, promotion of
industrial cooperation and innovation exchanges, expansion of institutional openness,
so as to promote market connection, industry integration, innovation promotion, and
regulation connectivity of domestic and foreign markets at a higher level of openness,
and better serve the purpose of building a new development pattern.
1. Ensuring major powers keep their openness commitments to do-what-they-say
The CIIE has become a platform for China to showcase its openness to the
outside world, and, to a certain extent, it plays the role of demonstrating the ratcheting
effect of opening-up. The five measures to expand China’s opening-up announced by
President Xi Jinping at the first CIIE have been largely implemented. At the second
CIIE, President Xi Jinping solemnly announced that China will continue to expand
market openness, continue to improve the opening-up pattern, optimize the businessdoing environment, deepen multilateral and bilateral cooperation, and promote the
joint construction of the BRI. At the third CIIE, President Xi Jinping announced that it
is necessary to build new commanding heights of opening-up, promote the innovative
development of foreign trade, continue to improve the business-doing environment, and
deepen bilateral, multilateral, and regional cooperation. China promotes the openness

